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ABSTRACT
Clinical trial data sharing is an increasingly important topic. Making sure that, before sharing, data has
been de-identified in a way that protects the identity of subjects and retaining utility for researchers have
never been this relevant as today.
One of the challenges is those demographic details collected from clinical trials data. The objective of this
paper is to draw a process map to de-identify potential pitfalls of the demographic details, suggest best
practices, and offer automation ideas specifically on height, weight, and body mass index (Quetelet index)
in adults, pediatric and hybrid studies.

INTRODUCTION
Participant demographic information and physical characteristics, such as age, sex, race, height, weight,
etc., are defined as quasi-identifiers, sensitive individual information, or low-frequency event until
acceptable risk threshold is achieved, meaning that these details above would be extremely straightforward to identify someone if they remain raw describing the profile of a participant during a clinical trial.
With the validation of risk assessment, demographic details could be generalized making that it is hard to
identify a specific participant. A clinical trial in a specific therapeutic area may allow these details to
distribute widely among all participants, such as weight in diabetes study, generalization on demographic
details hence become more necessary. Although parts of trial information were published on regulatory
authorities’ websites long before data sharing, demographic details still need to be reviewed or redacted.
Aggregation and combination are considered good practices when it comes to de-identification. For age,
race, etc., aggregation applied reasonably brings sufficient generalization among all participants; for
height and weight, combining them into body mass index would be an ideal approach to blur someone’s
demographic characteristics, which would be the main topic of this paper.

OBJECTIVE
A common case of various clinical trials would be conducted in a population of adults only, where
demographic details, such as height and weight, would not vary dramatically nor frequently, especially
height. However, in some other specific therapeutic areas, for example, diabetes, weight is the main
character collected during every single visit and considered as an important measurement that gives
weight a comparatively wide distribution and deviation.

WITH BMI DERIVED
Since height would not change much on an adult, it usually would only be collected once at first visit
either by measured or manually filled, this could be combined with any weight at visit to populate body
mass index with the very classical equation by Adolphe Quetelet in 1972:

𝐵𝑜𝑑𝑦 𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 (𝐵𝑀𝐼) =

𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠(𝑘𝑔)
2
ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡(𝑚)

Equation 1: Body Mass Index (Quetelet Index) Equation
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A common use of the BMI is to assess how far a participant’s body weight departs from what is normal or
desirable for a person's height, which could also be used to roughly describe someone’s demographic
detail without specifically telling someone if tall, short, overweight or underweight.
After combining height and weight into BMI, aggregation on BMI provides a rough demographic fact of a
participant without leaking too detailed characteristics and preventing low-frequency events occur.
The WHO refers BMI to nutritional status defining a perfect reference to aggregate BMI:

BMI

Nutritional status

18.5–24.9

Normal weight

25.0–29.9

Pre-obesity

30.0–34.9

Obesity class I

35.0–39.9

Obesity class II

Above 40

Obesity class III

Table 1: The WHO Nutritional Status

By populating the aggregated BMI with nutritional status, solely remaining either height or weight in data
would be easy to derive one and the other with the equation, hence simply removing height and weight
records from clinical trial data of a study becomes extremely necessary. Only remain aggregated BMI
would not undermine the data utility when it comes to data sharing. On one hand, less detailed
demographic characteristics could be exposed and shared safely, on the other hand, a participant’s
private information, such as height in centimeter and weight in kilogram, were sufficiently protected.
Risk assessment should be considered at this point in case of a certain nutritional status still standing out
alone out of all the others that could easily be identified as a low-frequency event, which can be quite
concerning or potentially socially or financially harmful to an individual when revealed publicly.
However, on a certain study level, risk assessment may not be always flavored with the aggregation
defined by the WHO, altered nutritional status aggregation hence become considerable:

BMI

Nutritional status

Below 29.9

Non-obesity

Above 30.0

Obesity

Table 2: Example of Altered Nutritional Status

Study specified aggregation should be included in supportive documents supporting the authenticity of
the data and helping reviewers to better understand the fuzzy demographic details.

WITHOUT BMI DERIVED
Height and weight as quasi-identifiers are extremely sensitive, meaning that they are most intuitive when
having someone in mind. When BMI was not collected, aggregation on height and weight hence become
an alternative mean.
One of the approaches is to use fixed intervals replacing height and weight if the value falls into that, it is
easy to implement and adjust the intervals if they need to be wilder or narrower, however, using fixed
intervals regardless of the population distribution cannot guarantee that there would always be no low-
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frequency event as aggregated height and weight, it is determined by this method’s nature. For example,
using 10 cm as a step to aggregate height:

Height (cm)

Aggregated Height(cm)

172

(170, 180]

178

(170, 180]

178

(170, 180]

162

(160, 170]

174

(170, 180]

178

(170, 180]

178

(170, 180]

......

......

→

Low-frequency Event

Table 3. Example of Height Aggregation Using Fixed Intervals with Low-frequency Event

One of the other approaches is more recommended, which is to use percentile. From wild to narrow,
using median, quantile or percentile could guarantee that size of each interval be comparatively similar
because the thresholds were calculated based on the population distribution. In this way, the difference
could be significant between the intervals and insignificant within the interval. Even though low-frequency
events cannot be prevented, with careful review and moderate further adjustment, it is still a practically
good way to aggregate height and weight when BMI is absent. For example, using 174 cm as a median to
aggregate height:

Height (cm)

Aggregated Height(cm)

172

(160, 174]

178

(174, 188]

178

(174, 188]

162

(160, 174]

174

(160, 174]

178

(174, 188]

178

(174, 188]

......

......

Table 4. Example of Height Aggregation Using Quantile

Converting height and weight into BMI could be another way to deal with the problem since BMI was not
collected during a clinical trial. Once BMI was derived and height and weight were removed, the problem
would become the same as above.

CHALLENGE
In terms of referring BMI to nutritional status, there are some other conditions required if the referral works
appropriately, one of the major conditions is age. The fact that the WHO assumes the nutritional status is
only applied to adults over 20 years old then BMI would fall into one of the categories above, which
becomes one of the challenges when a study involves children or adolescents. With further thoughts, BMI
is also recommended for use in children and adolescents.
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IN PEDIATRIC STUDIES
In children, BMI is calculated for adults first, then compare with z-scores or percentiles. During childhood
and adolescence, the ratio between weight and height varies with sex and age, hence the thresholds
determining the nutritional status of those aged 5–19 years shall be gender-and-age-specific.
According to the WHO child growth standards, 2007 BMI-for-age reference for children aged 5-19 years
provides two distributional categories to de-identify BMI for age 5-19 years: z-scores and percentiles. The
z-scores method used to construct the 2007 WHO references relied on GAMLSS with the Box-Cox power
exponential distribution (Rigby and Stasinopoulos, 2004) and selected models simplified to the LMS
model (Cole and Green, 1992) since none of the references required adjustment for kurtosis, which
hence makes the z-scores method more desirable. For example, the thresholds of the 2007 BMI-for-age
reference for children aged 5-19 years, overweight is defined as a BMI-for-age value over +1 SD and
obesity as a BMI-for-age value over +2 SD.

Figure 1. BMI-for-age 5 to 19 years Girls vs. Nutritional Status (z-scores chart)

Figure 2. BMI-for-age 5 to 19 years Boys vs. Nutritional Status (z-scores chart)
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On the programming level, the WHO provides z-scores tables at each threshold to accurately aggregate
BMI by sex and by age in the month, which is beneficial to programming automation.

Figure 3. BMI-for-age 5 to 19 years Girls (z-scores table)

Figure 4. BMI-for-age 5 to 19 years Boys (z-scores table)
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IN HYBRID STUDIES
The most complicated scenario lies in a study of the population regardless of age, if the minimum age is
over 5 years old, the practical approach is to define study specified nutritional status aggregation
combining the references above organically. With reasonable interpretation in supportive documents and
validation with risk assessment, study specified aggregation hence is acceptable. Here is an example:

Figure 5: Example of BMI aggregation to Nutritional Status in Hybrid Study

Furthermore, when making a study a specified aggregation, it should always be noted that case-by-case
risk assessment shall be required by the data provider to determine the appropriateness of disclosing
study information or particular data in special circumstances such as demographic details, rare diseases,
tiny population, single-center trials, and low-frequency events.
When it comes to the balance between data utility and risk assessment, there could be more than one
aggregation on the study level, always starting from the more dense aggregation could retain as much
information as possible, as long as the de-identified data could pass the risk assessment, there is no
reason to over-aggregate the low-frequency events undermining data utility.

BMI INTERNATIONAL VARIATION
The WHO references are not always valid and keep evolving from time to time, country to country,
making BMI aggregation somehow problematic. During clinical trials, participants from different sites may
have a difference in BMI, percentage of body fat, and other health risks. Take diabetes as an example,
there is a higher risk of type 2 diabetes mellitus and atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease at BMIs lower
than the WHO reference for overweight, although the thresholds for observed risk varies among different
populations observed in Europe, Asia, and Africa.
A practical approach is to remove BMI and aggregate height and weight by either median, quantiles, or
percentiles since the date could deviate dramatically from the WHO reference.

OTHER LOW-FREQUENCY EVENT
Other low-frequency events in demographic details, such as a scar on a specific body location, on one
hand, would be extremely difficult to notice when it comes to programming automation without looking
into every single data. On the other hand, once such a low-frequency event was detected, removing or
redacted would be the most practical way.
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The general solutions to this topic remain unwritten as today, artificial intelligence technics with
supervised training may throw light on it in the foreseeable future. A practical approach is to review the
de-identified data carefully populating the frequency table of those open text fields by manually input.

CONCLUSION
Demographic details as height, weight, and BMI are always valuable to clinical trials and sensitive to
individual privacy since most of them were directly collected during a clinical trial or derived from raw
data. For the sake of data utility, sensitive data could be kept If the data is not personal anymore. Each
sponsor must decide how they want to approach sensitive data. In such as dilemma, the data provider
need to balance the extent of measures taken to address required individual privacy while maintaining
data utility, since data such as demographic details may be the key information desired by the researcher
to perform their clinical analyses.
Common de-identification technics introduced above for both sensitive and low-frequency events are
more like adding noise by aggregating data, which allows the data provider to fulfill the agreement to
share the data with any third party and prohibit the researcher from attempting to re-identify a certain
individual from de-identification data without telling the whole truth. By applying a common deidentification approach across data providers, the utility of the de-identified data would be increased such
that multiple data providers can be easier to facilitate meta-analyses.
As technology continuously advances, more and more de-identified data would become accessible, the
methodology will require regular review among the pharmaceutical giants to ensure that the balance
between data utility and required individual privacy is appropriately balanced. Methods for quantifying the
risk of participant re-identification may need to be employed more frequently, particularly as external data
sources grow and data linkage techniques improve such as differentiate privacy or synthetic data.
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